
Solar Collectors and Solar Space Heating

Heating with solar energy is not as easy as you might think. Capturing sunlight 
and putting it to work is difficult because the solar energy that reaches the 
earth is spread out over a large area. The sun does not deliver that much energy 
to any one place at any one time . How much solar energy a place receives depends 
on several conditions. These include the time of day, the season of the year, the 
latitude of the area, and the clearness or cloudiness of the sky.

A solar collector is one way to collect heat from the sun. A closed car on a sunny 
day is like a solar collector. As sunlight passes through the car's glass windows, 
it is absorbed by the seat covers, walls, and floor of the car. The light that is 
absorbed changes into heat. The car's glass windows let light in, but don't let 
all the heat out. (This is also why greenhouses work so well and stay warm year-
round.)

So, a solar collector does three things:

Allows sunlight inside the glass (or plastic); 
Absorbs the sunlight and changes it into heat; 
Traps most of the heat inside. 

Solar Space Heating

Space heating means heating the space inside a building. Today many homes use 
solar energy for space heating. There are two general types of solar space heating 
systems: passive and active. A "hybrid" system is a mixture of the passive and 
active systems. 

Passive Solar Homes

In a passive solar home, the whole house operates as a solar collector. A passive 
house does not use any special mechanical equipment such as pipes, ducts, fans, or 
pumps to transfer the heat that the house collects on sunny days. Instead, a 
passive solar home relies on properly oriented windows. Since the sun shines from 
the south in North America, passive solar homes are built so that most of the 
windows face south. They have very few or no windows on the north side.

A passive solar home converts solar energy into heat just as a closed car does. 
Sunlight passes through a home's windows and is absorbed in the walls and floors.

To control the amount of heat in a passive solar house, the doors and windows are 
closed or opened to keep heated air in or to let it out. At night, special heavy 
curtains or shades are pulled over the windows to keep the daytime beat inside the 
house. In the summer, awnings or roof overhangs help to cool the house by shading 
the windows from the high summer sun.

Heating a house by warming the walls or floors is more comfortable than heating 
the air inside a house. It is not so drafty. And passive buildings are quiet, 
peaceful places to live. A passive solar home can get 50 to 80 percent of the heat 
it needs from the sun.

Many homeowners install equipment (such as fans to help circulate air) to get more 
out of their passive solar homes. When special equipment is added to a passive 
solar home, the result is called a hybrid system.

Active Solar Homes



Unlike a passive solar home, an active solar home uses mechanical equipment, such 
as pumps and blowers, and an outside source of energy to help heat the house when 
solar energy is not enough.

Active systems use special solar collectors that look like boxes covered with 
glass. Dark-colored metal plates inside the boxes absorb the sunlight and change 
it into heat. (Black absorbs sunlight more than any other color.)

Air or a liquid flows through the collectors and is warmed by this heat. The 
warmed air or liquid is then distributed to the rest of the house just as it would 
be with an ordinary furnace system.

Solar collectors are usually placed high on roofs where they can collect the most 
sunlight. They are also put on the south side of the roof where no tall trees or 
tall buildings will shade them.

Storing Solar Heat

The challenge confronting any solar heating system--whether passive, active, or 
hybrid--is heat storage. Solar heating systems must have some way to store the 
heat that is collected on sunny days to keep people warm at night or on cloudy 
days.

In passive solar homes, heat is stored by using dense interior materials that 
retain heat well--masonry, adobe, concrete, stone, or water. These materials 
absorb surplus heat and radiate it back into the room after dark. Some passive 
homes have walls up to one foot thick.

In active solar homes, heat may be stored in one of two ways--a large tank may 
store a hot liquid, or rock bins beneath a house may store hot air.

Houses with active or passive solar heating systems may also have furnaces, wood-
burning stoves, or another heat source to provide heat in case there is a long 
period of cold or cloudy weather. This is called a backup system.
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